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President’s Message:

“If you build it, he will come”, words from William Kinsella‘s book Shoeless
Joe aka movie Field of Dreams. “If you learn it, the case Gods will send you
patients”, famously said by Dr Steve Marsden in regards to learning TCVM
and constantly learning new skills. This has never been so true. Despite our
depressive economy, despite Covid crisis,
despite the uprising of telemedicine, our
practices remain busy, fully booked and even
more diverse than ever before. People are
spending the money and time that they have
on their pets, even if they have no pet health
insurance.
Thinking outside the box to maintain our
practices has never been so necessary or
helpful. Telemedicine, maintaining the mental
and physical health of our current team
members and hiring and training new team
members are what we as business owners,
doctors and leaders have to do on a daily
basis. Plus, we must stay strong ourselves.
The good news is that our multifaceted training and experiences as
veterinarians helps not only our patients and practices but ourselves as well.
Do you remember and use what your epidemiology professors taught you?
Do you remember how to help keep a body healthy?

Because we are trained in TCVM, it provides us with the ability to be
adaptable and therefore obtain a sense of empowerment that gives us hope

and strength. Looking at disease in a different way using a different series
of medical philosophies helps us keep our brain sharp. For example,
epileptic seizures- are they simply due to “Idiopathic Epilepsy”? Idiopathic,
otherwise known in Western Medicine, as “I have no idea,” or “I better try
phenobarbital or levetiracetam.” Versus, using TCVM theory, “Epilepsy- is
that from Blood Deficiency causing Wind Invasion? Shall I work on using
acupuncture and herbs to tonify the Blood to help the Wind commit suicide?”
Being able to use other methods such as history, tongue and pulse
characteristics to diagnose disease helps us obtain a treatment plan that
may be very much more effective, with less side effects, than some of what
Western medicine has to offer.
Focus on your ability to find alternatives. If plan A is not working, try plan B.
You cannot find enough RVTs to hire in your practice? Me neither. Ask the
RVT colleges to help you hire a RVT student to mentor and help train them.
Before long they will graduate, write and pass their VTNE and be able to
work full steam ahead in your practice. Or, perhaps your star VOA would
like to go to RVT school- perhaps set up a scholarship fund for her/him so
that when they graduate they will work for you. Yes, it means that you will
have to go back to monitoring anesthesia again, or even hiring locum DVMs
to monitor your anesthesia, and it may mean that you will have to take
radiographs, and collect blood and urine samples and perhaps even run
them. However, this will only be temporary if you can continue working on
training others who are licensed to do it. Never give up. Stay hopeful.
We as doctors must solve medical health problems every day. Let the
confidence that this brings fuel and nourish you so that each day, no matter
how busy you are or how exhausted you feel, you have the hope and
strength to do it again the next day. Know that things will get better. If you
work hard, nothing bad stays bad forever. Unfortunately, it is also true that
nothing ever stays good or easy forever. Use the good times to help you.
Plus, if you look for it, each day has something good, even the bad ones.
Use and remember these good moments to build your strength and
resources so that the next day will be more successful and that the next bad
day won’t feel so bad.
No matter what, never feel alone. We are all in this together. Reach out to
your colleagues. Use resources who will help you including veterinary

industry representatives, your alma matters, RVT and VOA colleagues,
locum DVMs, locum RVTs, provincial veterinary regulatory boards and
associations, your team at work, bankers, lawyers, lease negotiators,
priests, personal trainers, online workout and yoga videos, takeout and
delivery services of local restaurants, nannies, personal assistants, doctors,
naturopaths, acupuncturists, herbalists, chiropractors, osteopaths, massage
therapists, local grocery delivery services, life coaches, practice coaches,
personal assistants, social workers, psychologists, meal prep services,
supply delivery companies, and absolutely for sure, the Association of
Veterinary Acupuncturists of Canada.
Please remember to take part in our AVAC Community Huddles, and use our
AVAC Facebook Community Forum
site.
Thank you dear AVAC Members!
Sincerely,
Dr Julie Schell BSc(Hons), DVM,
CVA, ACVCHM, CVC
President, Association of Veterinary
Acupuncturists of Canada

Grateful thanks and appreciation to Dr. Sasan Highaght, who is
generously contributing $2000 to our student scholarship on
behalf of his beloved dog Tessa, who lived 15 years and was
intensely treated for aggressive cancer.
Tessa was a beloved canine companion and her legacy will live
on.

2021 IVAS and AAVA Online Congress

https://www.ivas.org/2021-congress/
https://www.ivas.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/2021-Online-JointCongress-Schedule.pdf
For the second year, IVAS presented a virtual conference, with access to
lectures live or on demand. This year, it was co-hosted by American
Academy of Veterinary Acupuncture (AAVA).
Although an in-person conference is always preferred, IVAS was able to
pivot successfully and provide quality CE for the veterinarians and veterinary
technicians in the animal acupuncture community who chose to attend
virtually.
If you were not able to attend the live sessions, you can still sign up now.
Members can register up to December 17 for the Congress and December 31
will be the last day anyone can view the Congress on demand. It is also
approved for 20 hours of RACE CE.
Hope that you were able to attend or enjoy the replay!

Association of Veterinary Acupuncturists of Canada
By Dr Julie Schell

It has been a busy and productive year for AVAC despite changes and
protocols induced by COVID. We had our AGM (Annual General Meeting)
back in December 2020. Due to COVID it was via Zoom meeting which was
recorded. We had Dr Michelle Tilghman who discussed acupuncture
treatments.
In June we had the honour of having Dr Janice Huntingford give us a Zoom
meeting to discuss acupuncture in veterinary medicine for beginners and
also gave excellent tips to seasoned acupuncture practitioners as well.
We have regular “Community Huddle” evening meetings that we invite our
members to attend which as casual Zoom meetings discussing a variety of
topics such as “Successes and Challenges in Veterinary Acupuncture”, and
“Telemedicine for Veterinary Acupuncture” and anything else the members
would like to discuss.
We also send out newsletters discussing topics, seminars and events
including classified ads.
This year we organized an AVAC Scholarship for a deserving Canadian final
year veterinary student. It was very exciting going through our selection
process and we were very happy to offer this opportunity- all of the
applicants received complimentary AVAC membership for the year. The
winner also receives 50% coverage of the next US Certification Course in
Veterinary Acupuncture of their choice. We are pleased to announce our
chosen recipient is Ontario Veterinary College graduate Matea David-Steel
and she chose to attend the Texas course starting this September. Very
exciting for sure!
We are currently planning our next Annual General Meeting- it will be Zoom
style again this Fall.
Thank you!

August 2021 Board Update
Here is a quick update of what has been going on in the IVAS
office.
❖

This month IVAS concentrated on closing out
the 2020-2021 fiscal year, preparing the joint
Congress to go live as well as the online access to
the US IVAS Course.
❖
IVAS is preparing for our yearly financial
review that will start in September with the CPA.
❖
The US 2021-2022 IVAS Course in San
Antonio, Texas opened online access to all the
students on August 26th.
❖
Congress registration will remain open through
December 17th and Congress access is through
December 31, 2021. We have continued to slowly
receive additional registrations this month.
➢ Attendees for Congress received access to
the online Congress platform on August 10th.
➢ The Congress Veterinary Technicians Track
we have 3 registered attendees so far and
they were given access to their online
Congress Platform on August 17 th.
➢

❖

The live presentations for the month of
August went well and the recordings are
loaded onto the Congress platform on the
Monday after each weekend of presentations
have finished.

IVAS added additional security to the IVAS
Website last month in the members only section to
secure this area's documents. Documents in the
area may be temporarily unavailable as we work to
secure each document.
➢ IVAS is aware that this may be an
inconvenience temporarily for our members
and Sherrie will continue to work on this
area. It will take her time to reconfigure and

secure each document. This area houses
most of the documents on our website for
our membership and we ask everyone please
be patient as we make these important
upgrades to the members only section.
➢

If you need access to a document that may
be temporarily not available please contact
the IVAS office and we will try to get it to
you as soon as possible.
❖
The 48th IVAS Congress for 2022 still has no
official dates or location.
➢ IVAS is researching all options
❖
With veterinary conferences starting to
resume, this will increase exposure for IVAS by
being able to go back out and promote all we have
to offer.
➢

Sherrie will be attending the Western
Veterinary Conference (WVC) in Las Vegas,
Nevada next month
➢ Debbie will be attending the Southwestern
Veterinary Conference (SWV) next month in
San Antonio, Texas.

Use of Essential Oil Therapy to Treat Post Covid Symptoms including
Anosmia and Ageusia
Dr Julie Schell BSc(Hons), DVM, CVA, ACVCHM, CVC

Last Fall when one of my long-time, best and kindest friends told me that
she contracted COVID and had been suffering the loss of her sense of smell
and therefore taste, I was so sad for her. She is young, vibrant and loves
perfumes. Before COVID we enjoyed going to quality restaurants together

and reveling in the talents of professional chefs. I badly wanted to help her
regain her sense of smell and therefore taste! Neurons can grow. The
brains of both humans and animals are astonishingly capable of change and
repair. I could not just let her sit and wait for her senses to return. I wanted
to help her take action on helping them return faster and stronger.
For the last decade I have been really utilizing Essential Oil Therapy in my
hospital, and I have realized that my own sense of smell has heightened
immensely. Last newsletter I wrote about how essential oils are used in my
hospital. This is the article:
https://www.bowbottomvet.com/2021/03/09/essential-oil-use-duringacupuncture/ +
My sense of smell is so developed now, that a few months ago, as I was
doing a dental COHAT (prophy) on a patient with my mask on, nose deep in
canine halitosis, and I suddenly smelled the intense aroma of oranges. I
immediately asked my team members- “Does anyone else smell oranges
right now?” I looked up and nothing in the treatment room was different
except that about 25 feet away one of my employees walked into the
treatment room. She told me that 5 minutes ago she had peeled and eaten
a mandarin orange in our staff room. I legitimately could smell that orange
on her fingers. It freaked me out a little bit. But I was happy to know that
my olfactory system was so intense. I use it every day to help be a better
practitioner. I can literally sometimes smell cancer in patients.
Interestingly, Dr Are Thoresen has done a lot of research on using our noses
as a practitioner.
As for my friend, I immediately mailed her a collection of powerfully smelling
Young Living Essential oils. I really like this company as it is all natural, has
been around for a very long time, has veterinary involvement and I have
used diluted versions of them on thousands of patients. I also love Dr
Melissa Shelton’s veterinary Essential Oil Therapy company called
animalEO: https://devsite.animaleo.info/
Do you remember all the awesome articles and seminars by Dr Margie
Scherk about the “Snot Cat”? Have you treated patients like that? God
knows those poor allergic rhinitis cats have no sense of smell with all the
mucus plugging their sinuses. Use acupuncture points LI20, (after all it is
called Ying-Xian Welcome Fragrance), along with diffusion of Essential Oil

Blends such as Thieves (it contains clove, eucalyptus, lemon, cinnamon, and
rosemary). I am always happy and surprised that many cats do not mind
being given acupuncture on LI20- they are often very accepting. What are
your favourite points for treating rhinitis cats? That would be a fun article to
write! Feel free to list all of your favourite acupuncture points to treat
rhinitis in our AVAC Facebook site:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/727559910730460
This is an interesting article about using Essential Oil Therapy to help regain
sense of smell post COVID:
https://www.perioimplantadvisory.com/clinicaltips/article/14198911/olfactory-training-and-covid19related-loss-of-smell
This is a fascinating article too (be sure to press the “translate into English”
button):
https://canaltech.com.br/saude/covid-fisioterapia-de-cheiros-ajuda-narecuperacao-de-perda-do-olfato-entenda-174068/
Dr Phil Rogers also has awesome data that he has accumulated on using
acupuncture to help regain the sense of smell, this is a quote that he used:
“”I pulled out the Top Ten Pts from my AP Cookbook.
That Cookbook (created in the mid1980s, and free online since the 1990s) crossindexed every Pt listed in >60 textbooks and hundreds of clinical papers on AP. The
computer then calculated a citation score with the best citation scores) under each
clinical code. See:
020700 nose, nostril, nasal sinuses, olfaction:
homepage.eircom.net/~progers/ad2.htm#a20700
021014 mouth: homepage.eircom.net/~progers/ad2.htm#a21014
021200 tongue, speech: homepage.eircom.net/~progers/ad2.htm#a21200
The data for each code (with citation score beside each Pt) were: 020700 nose, nostril,
nasal sinuses, olfaction: LI04 .930; LI20 .867; GB20 .684; GV23 .577; LI11 .512;
GV14 .495; Z_03 .457; BL07 .437; LI19 .367; ST02 .350

021014 mouth: LI04 .680; LI11 .492; ST04 .455; ST06 .421; PC08 .346; GV12
.301; GV27 .289; LI07 .282; Z_20 .256; ST44 .241
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
021200 tongue, speech: CV23 .732; GV15 .641; LI04 .600; HT05 .501; TH17
.397; LI11 .392; TH05 .389; ST06 .345; GB20 .310; Z_21 .247
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
I then used Excel to calculate an overall mean score for ALL THREE codes (combined),
as follows:
LI04 .737; LI11 .465; GB20 .331; LI20 .289; ST06 .255; CV23 .244
GV15 .214; GV23 .192; HT05 .167; GV14 .165; Z_03 (Yintang) .152;
ST04 .152
BL07 .146; TH17 .132; TH05 .130; LI19 .122; ST02 .117; PC08
.115; GV12 .100
GV27 .096; LI07 .094; Z_20 (Jinjin, Yuye) .085; Z_21 (Shanglianquan)
.082; ST44 .080
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Note that LI04, LI11, GB20, LI20, ST06, CV23 and GV15 had the best overall mean
scores (range .737 to .214) FOR THE COMBINATION. However, Pts with a citation
score <0.500 are of doubtful clinical value.

Also, the Extra Pts Yintang, Jinjin + Yuye (beside tongue frenulum) and Shanglianquan
had very low scores. Nevertheless, they might be worth a try because few of the
textbooks indexed in the database mentioned Extra Pts between 1974 and 1985 (when
I indexed the data). Thus, Extra Pts INEVITABLY have LOW scores in the database.
In conclusion, I don’t know if AP can help recovery of smell and taste in COVID cases,
but, IMO, it is worth a try…
Stay safe all,

Phil Rogers””
Thank you again AVAC Members.
Facebook Community Forum!

Everyone, let’s discuss in our AVAC

Sincerely,
Dr. Julie Schell BSc(Hons), DVM, CVA, ACVCHM, CVC
President, Association of Veterinary Acupuncturists of Canada

AVAC is looking for a member to act as Secretary for this upcoming
year (or two) and some Regional Delegate positions are available to
be filled by AVAC Members.
Anyone interested? Please let us know!

Suzanne Clothier

AVAC awarded its first student scholarship this year. The award is
50% of tuition for the IVAS course. All scholarship applicants were
given a free AVAC membership. The winner was Matéa David-Steel, a
senior student at OVC. We have included her application letter:
To Whom It May Concern:
It is my honour to apply for the Association of Veterinary Acupuncturists of
Canada’s scholarship towards certification in veterinary acupuncture. I am a
final year student veterinarian at the Ontario Veterinary College, and will be
starting an equine internship in June 2021 with hopes of pursuing a large
animal internal medicine residency. I have been fascinated by the practice of
acupuncture since working with a companion animal veterinarian who
implemented it, and would appreciate the opportunity to not only learn
about and apply the practice to my own patients, but also to join a network
of like-minded individuals and leaders in the field.
My first experience with acupuncture was before entering veterinary school
while volunteering with a small animal practitioner in northern Ontario. I
witnessed firsthand the value of acupuncture to animals and their owners,
particularly when other modalities were not effective. I became captivated
by the techniques involved and wanted to partake in every acupuncture

appointment in order to learn more. Unfortunately, we did not learn
acupuncture methodology in school, but I was re-introduced when I worked
with an equine veterinarian on an external rotation who used laser therapy
on acupuncture points. Seeing acupuncture in practice, and the variety of
ways in which it can be applied, consolidated my desire to learn about it and
I have been researching courses ever since.
Through my experiences with acupuncture, I have seen how great a benefit
it can have in treatment, and would love to further explore its curative and
preventative properties. For my internship, I specifically chose a clinic which
practiced acupuncture so I could further expose myself to it. My goal in
becoming certified in acupuncture is to better treat my patients, prevent
sport injuries, and implement a more holistic approach to their care. I find
the underlying physiology riveting: how stimulation of specific points can
have such a whole-body effect is endlessly intriguing and ties in with my
love of neurology. I would therefore greatly appreciate the opportunity to
study the different types of acupuncture – such as electroacupuncture and
aquapuncture—and apply them so that more patients may benefit from this
far under-utilized treatment modality. Once certified, I hope to apply my
extensive public outreach experience, as outlined in my CV, to expanding
the field of veterinary acupuncture through promotion and education of both
clients and fellow veterinarians.
Overall, I am fascinated by the practice of acupuncture, the underlying
physiology, and its curative effects, and would love to offer my patients its
benefits in a more holistic approach to health. I would also be honoured to
join the network of professionals in the Association of Veterinary
Acupuncturists of Canada in order to share experiences and knowledge with
like-minded individuals and contribute to public outreach on the importance
of acupuncture in both prevention and treatment of disease in all species.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely, Matéa David-Steel

Are you a vet student interested in learning about acupuncture? The Chi
University offers various scholarships for students:

https://chiu.edu/resources#scholarships

CE: Looking for some excellent CE? If you missed this webinar, make
sure you check out the recording. It is such a great lecture!

Here is the new access info for the Janice Huntingford Webinar recording, which
our members can watch for free.
The video is located here:
https://www.avacanada.org/lecture_videos/Huntingford/Huntingford_Intro_Acu
puncture_Lecture.mp4
Username: HuntingfordVid
Password: AVACHuntingford0621#@
Non-members will need to pay $25 to access it.
Vet students can get free AVAC membership, so if they want to watch it they
can join and then get the login info

Don’t forget about our Facebook group!
If you have not already joined, here is the link:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/727559910730460
It is a great way to keep up to date with what is happening in AVAC. Find out
when the next community huddle is, new CE available, sharing of treatment
pointers, successes, etc.

Virtual AGM Sunday November 28, 2021
AGM: 11:00am
Seminar introduction: Vicarious Trauma or Burnout? 11:30-12:45
Lunch/Refueling Break 12:45-1:15pm
Radical Compassion and Creative Expression: 1:15-2:15pm
Bio Break: 2:15-2:20pm
Breakout Rooms -Compassion Practice 2:20-2:50
Discussion and Sharing Experiences of Compassion Practice 2:50-3:30
Questions & Answers 3:30-3:45pm
Break 3:45-4pm
Acupuncture points for Grief and Trauma: Dr. Julie Schell 4:00-5:00

AVAC AGM 2021 CE SEMINAR SUNDAY NOVEMBER 28, 11am-5pm EDT

Vicarious Trauma and Radical Compassion
Hannah Sherebrin, OATR, ATR-BC, YAHAT-Supervisor
As we struggle with the professional and emotional effects of our work and the global
pandemic, we need to understand the differences between burnout and vicarious trauma.
This workshop aims to look at the effects of trauma in our daily professional conduct, and
find ways to become more resilient when we care for animals or their owners. One of the
ways to help ourselves is self-care with compassion.
The current research speaks about compassion as an essential component of therapy and
health. Tara Brach, author of the book “Radical Compassion” claims that there is no healing
of ourselves and our clients without self-compassion.
In this 90-minute workshop I will employ the model of RAIN – Recognize, Allow, Investigate
and Nurture, in order to investigate dilemmas which renders us inefficient for caring for
ourselves and others. Our relationships with self, others and the world, the effectiveness
and impact of our work, as well as our sense of fulfillment and commitment, impacts our
wellbeing. Compassion embodies qualities like caring, playfulness, collaboration,
authenticity, and deep trust, which fosters creativity. Tara Brach claims that the model of
RAIN awakens mindfulness and compassion, applies them to places where we are stuck,
and untangles emotional suffering.
Participants are encouraged to bring an open mind and curiosity to experience mindfulness
practices, even if they are not familiar with meditation. This is not a traditional meditation
session, and we will be using art materials as well.
This will be a Zoom workshop, so each participant will prepare their own art materials, and
is asked to have a pair of surgical gloves and indelible markers as well as glue, odds and
ends like googly eyes, stickers, yarn, etc. After the introduction the participants will have 10
minutes to create and then will be transferred to breakout rooms for 20 minutes to practice
the model. Sharing and discussion will commence in the large group.
Disclaimer – This is NOT a therapy session, but participants may experience emotional
issues which cannot be dealt with in this setting.
Dr. Julie Schell will share acupuncture points and protocols for treating grief and trauma in
our patients and ourselves.

Editor’s note:

If you are interested in learning more about RAIN, here is a link to Tara Brach’s talk on The
Rain of Self-Compassion. The RAIN of Self-Compassion - Tara Brach This is a helpful
resource for all of us in a time when it can feel like compassion and kindness is lacking in
the world.

